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Abstract: Several mosquito species are capable of invading new geographic regions and exploiting niches that are similar to their natural home ranges where they may introduce, or reintroduce, pathogens. In addition to initial invasion, introduction of new genotypes into established populations may also occur. Zika virus is spreading throughout the world, posing significant health risks to human populations, particularly pregnant women and their infants. The first locally acquired case of Zika virus in the US occurred in July 2016 in Miami, Florida on the Atlantic coast; the first locally acquired case in another US county occurred in the Tampa, Florida area. Three port cities in Florida were chosen to assess the risk of import and spread of Zika virus: Mayport Naval Station, Miami, and Tampa. The bioagent transport and environmental modeling system TIGER model and ArcGIS were used to analyze abiotic and biotic factors influencing potentially Zika-infected \textit{Aedes} species, should they enter through these ports. The model was tested by overlaying documented and suspected concurrent Zika cases and comparing published high-risk areas for Zika virus. In addition to Zika hot zones being identified, output indicates surveillance and integrated mosquito management should expect larger zones. Surveillance sites at ports should be identified and prioritized for pathogen and vector control to reduce the import of mosquitoes infected with Zika virus. Low resolution maps often provide valuable suitability of the geographic expansion of organisms. Providing a higher resolution predictive map, identifying probable routes of invasion, and providing areas at high risk for initial invasion and control zones, will aid in controlling and perhaps eliminating the spread of arboviruses through mosquito vectors.
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Introduction

Zika virus and several other viruses are spreading rapidly on a global scale. Several mosquito species are capable of invading new geographic regions and exploiting niches that are similar to their natural home ranges. These mosquitoes, and the pathogens they carry, may pose significant medical and veterinary health risks in naïve populations. The principle factor responsible for the introduction of disease vectors is air and ship transport.\textsuperscript{1–3} Zika virus-infected humans may also be an additional source of transport and infection to local mosquitoes as well as other humans through sexual contact and blood.\textsuperscript{4} As of mid-September 2016, the total number of human Zika virus cases has exceeded 3,100 in the US.\textsuperscript{5} It appears the state of Florida has been the focal point of invasion of Zika virus into the continental US. Of these thousands of cases, all locally acquired cases identified to date (n=43), have occurred in Florida.\textsuperscript{6}
The first locally acquired cases of Zika virus occurred in July 2016 in Miami on the Atlantic coast. The following month the first locally acquired Zika case in another US county was reported in Pinellas County, in the Tampa area, on the Gulf of Mexico. Both Miami and Tampa are port cities. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Florida Department of Health, and the local government responded quickly. The CDC issued guidance for a 1 mi² area of the Wynwood on August 19. Locally acquired infections of Zika virus occurred in Miami Beach; the CDC issued guidance for a 1.5 mi² section of Miami Beach to be sprayed. Areas were treated primarily with naled for adult mosquitoes and Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis (Bti) for larvae. The first treatment area in Miami Beach was subsequently expanded to 4.5 mi² as local transmission occurred outside of the initial target area (Figure 1). Recently, public health officials have begun investigating a case of local transmission of Zika virus in a firefighter from the Tampa area working at Fire Station 3. The firefighter’s work is within both the area of Zika transmission and recommended area for integrated mosquito management (IMM). In Tampa, efforts to control mosquitoes and test visitors are focused on Fire Station 3.

No locally acquired cases of Zika virus have occurred in Mayport Naval Station to date. The current study was conducted to determine whether the maritime ports of Mayport, Miami, and Tampa are at risk for invasive introduction of Zika-infected mosquitoes and/or infected humans and to provide information to plan control efforts, conduct public information campaigns, and optimize surveillance of Aedes species and virus.

Materials and methods

Study sites

Three port cities in Florida were chosen to assess the risk of import and spread of Zika virus, Mayport Naval Station, Miami, and Tampa using the bioagent transport and modeling system (BioTEMS). The ports of Miami and Tampa are IHR 2005 listed ports; Mayport Naval port is not. Miami was chosen because of the number of locally acquired Zika cases, and the public health defined area of the epidemic. The Tampa area was selected because it is the second location in the US to declare a locally acquired case of Zika.

Figure 1 Areas in Miami at high risk of Zika virus (red) and recommended integrated mosquito management (yellow) should Zika virus be introduced through the Miami Port. Notes: Sites where local transmission of Zika virus were recorded, first (dark blue), second (light blue), and third (purple). Black arrows represent likely movement of Zika virus if brought in through port, direction is ~1.5× faster north.
Mayport was selected because of the potential for importation of arboviruses through the US Navy port from ships visiting several countries with Zika cases.

Data analysis

ArcGIS geospatial analysis software, Statistica statistical software, and BioTEMS were used to analyze geographic information and conduct data analysis. BioTEMS utilizes up to several hundred abiotic and biotic factors to produce risk and vulnerability assessments for biological agents and infectious diseases. Examples of biotic and abiotic factors include pathogen strain, vector/host relationship, vectorial capacity, host/vector physiology, colonization ability, population dynamics of hosts and vectors, soil, shade, and weather conditions, such as wind, temperature, precipitation, and shade. Analytical methods within BioTEMS include artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, niche analysis, and general additive regression. As the former Epidemiologist of the US army Consequence Management Unit and as the Brigade Surgeon for the 415th Chemical Brigade, the author used BioTEMS as part of the risk analysis and vulnerability assessment for biological weapons of mass destruction, including Bacillus anthracis, Francisella tularensis, Yersinia pestis, and Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus. These assessments were used during consequence management planning for military facilities in the US and internationally, government facilities, and during presidential/national conventions. BioTEMS has also been used with the hazard prediction and assessment capability to analyze bioagent information and to optimize placement of biological integrated detection systems. In addition to applications for biological weapons defense, BioTEMS has been used for infectious disease modeling and planning. The BioTEMS TIGER model (T-transport, I-introduction, G-gap infiltration, E-escalade, and R-residence and recruitment) was developed to assist in identifying areas at the highest risk for invasive mosquito species and pathogens and to optimize surveillance and control efforts.10 Within the BioTEMS TIGER model: Transport – identifies the point of origin, method, and rate of transport to a locality, Introduction – point of initial invasion/immigrant haplotypes and preliminary spread into a locality, Gap – determines the area where vector/pathogen initially spreads once it has gained a foothold, Escalade – incorporates abiotic and biotic resistance to invasion, and Residence and recruitment – incorporate factors and area where vector/pathogen adds to genetic diversity or becomes endemic and recruits conspecifics. Areas at risk of Zika virus and IMM zones were developed based on the BioTEMS TIGER model should Zika virus be introduced through ports. BioTEMS and ArcView were used to produce output into Google Earth. BioTEMS was used to produce recommended IMM surveillance sites around the Mayport Naval Station by analyzing flight distance, routes of movement, and identifying optimal habitats for vectors. Reported areas for local transmission of Zika virus were overlaid to determine accuracy of the BioTEMS TIGER output in Miami.

Results

The BioTEMS TIGER model prediction for the risk of Zika falls within areas of Zika risk previously published.11,12 However, unlike the other models BioTEMS includes site of introduction and produces areas recommended for IMM. BioTEMS predicted the two areas at the highest risk of Zika transmission should the virus be introduced through the port of Miami, capturing 100% of the center of the public health Zika risk zones and 83.6% of the 1 mi² area identified as high risk by the CDC (Figure 1).13 A high-risk zone is defined as an area likely to be invaded or has already been invaded by Zika-infected mosquitoes. IMM incorporates vector control, public awareness, and mosquito/virus testing. BioTEMS TIGER predicted the spread of Zika virus from Miami at a northward rate of 1.4:1 ratio over southward during the initial invasion phase. A more homogenous spread will most likely occur during the gap phase. BioTEMS TIGER also accurately predicted the spread of Zika virus outside of the initial zone identified by public health officials in Miami Beach. The BioTEMS TIGER model identified as the optimal IMM area for Zika control efforts was larger than those identified by public health officials (Figure 1). Areas at the highest risk of Zika virus and IMM zones were identified for Tampa and Mayport Naval Station (Figures 2 and 3). The BioTEMS TIGER model for Zika virus invasion/immigrant haplotypes through the port of Tampa lies a few hundred meters from the fire station where the infected firewoman works4 and the fire station is within the control and surveillance zone; this is the area identified by local health officials as the likely local transmission by local public health officials (Figure 2). The additional validation of the BioTEMS model for the spread of Zika can be made in Tampa if and when additional Zika cases occur. No local transmission of Zika virus has been reported for the Mayport area to date. However, eight travel-related cases of Zika virus have been reported in Duvall County, where Mayport Naval Station is located.5 The BioTEMS TIGER model was used to develop a Zika risk map and recommended IMM control area around the port (Figure 3). In addition, surveillance sites for Aedes collection around...
Figure 2 Areas in Tampa at high risk of Zika virus (red) and recommended integrated mosquito management (yellow) should Zika virus be introduced through the Tampa Port. **Note:** Location of Fire Station 3 where public health officials suspected local firefighter was likely infected.⁴

Figure 3 Areas around Mayport Naval Station at high risk of Zika virus (red) and recommended integrated mosquito management (yellow) should Zika virus be introduced through the port. **Note:** Recommended surveillance sites for mosquito surveillance (blue and black circles). Black arrow represents likely movement of Zika virus if brought in through port.
Mayport Naval Station were identified to assist local officials in plan development.

Discussion

The Miami Port is considered the “Cruise Capital of the World” while also serving as one of the busiest ports in North America.14 The BioTEMS TIGER model accurately predicted the risk areas of Zika virus for the Miami Port area and the Tampa Port as well. However, history shows that models should only be used as a planning tool and not totally relied upon for the final decision. O’Donnell reported, “In Tampa, county mosquito control technicians conducted backpack spraying, dropped larvicide dunks in standing water and trapped mosquitoes around a 300-yard radius” around the Fire Station in Tampa.8 Reports of the flight ranges of Aedes aegypti range from 150 to over 3,000 m and from 200 to 800 m for Aedes albopictus.15–17 The local news in Miami reported that the mosquito known to spread the Zika virus typically travels a maximum of only 150 yards in its lifetime.8 A. aegypti and A. albopictus may fly hundreds of meters within <1 week. For example, in Rio de Janeiro, both species flew at least 800 m within 6 days.18 The dispersal paradigm proposed by public health authorities for the movement of A. aegypti and A. albopictus for Miami may not have been accurate, causing an underestimation of both risk and mosquito control measures. Perhaps if a larger area was targeted for control efforts than the 1 mi2 area, using additional pesticides, the spread of Zika virus would have been diminished or prevented. Wind, precipitation, temperature, photoperiodicity, density of vector and human populations, transovarial and venereal transmission, time for transport, and many other factors can play a role in determining whether a vector or pathogen can invade and become established.

In addition to flight ranges, other information may cause inaccurate output in models if output is not validated. For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has published a risk map of Zika virus for the US based upon the historic distribution of A. aegypti.11 However, the Zika risk map includes a high population density for this species where it was historically present but has now been replaced by A. albopictus, for example, Savannah.19 Published models and distribution maps are useful in assessing the risks posed by Zika virus, but caution should be taken when planning IMM. Some areas may be at different risks than models assume because of the lack of clarity between the distribution and interaction of A. aegypti and A. albopictus and the possible difference in their effectiveness as vectors of Zika virus. Variation in the vectorial capacity of A. aegypti and A. albopictus, and other possible competent vectors, should also be considered when modeling and when conducting IMM. Although both species are susceptible to infection by Zika virus, their competency as vectors for an Asian strain of Zika virus was low.20 In Gabon, A. albopictus appears to have been the primary vector of Zika virus more so than A. aegypti, because of the higher population densities of the former.21

Another critical factor in IMM and control of Aedes species is choosing the proper pesticide and optimally applying the pesticide to maximize effect. Investigating the periods of activity and distribution of local Aedes populations is necessary if control is to be obtained. Relying solely on aerial spray of naled from aircraft to control adult Aedes may meet with failure, in addition naled is only effective for a few hours in areas that have much cover; populations may rebound in a week or so.22,23 Using backpack sprayers and truck-mounted application of pesticides, in addition to aerial spraying from aircraft, should be a part of the IMM strategy for controlling adult Aedes. For larval control, Bti can be used to reduce Aedes, being applied by aircraft, backpack sprayers, ultra-low volume truck-mounted spraying, and by hand placement of granules or briquettes. In addition to Bti, insect growth regulators (IGRs) such as methoprene and ethoxyl pyridine can be utilized in sprays. Bti has also been used for the first time within a bait and used in spray or in applicators placed around houses and breeding sites and for the first time shown to control both adult and larval populations.10,24 Further research into using mixture of two pesticides, for example, Bti with IGR and Bti with deltamethrin is being conducted by the author.

The possible invasion of arboviruses through ports, both aviation and maritime, is not a new concept.25 Seaports play a critical role in the invasion of Aedes, this includes recruitment of new haplotypes.26 The BioTEMS predicts the port as the most likely area of import of Zika virus into Miami; and models the spread of Zika once local mosquitoes have become infected. Surveillance efforts of civilian and naval ports should be prioritized in Florida as well as other ports identified as being at risk for introduction of Zika virus, as humans may also introduce the Zika virus into the human population.27 Epidemiologic surveillance of human populations and mosquitoes should be conducted before the Zika virus invades and throughout the integrated management effort. Providing a higher resolution predictive map, identifying probable routes of invasion, and providing areas at high risk for initial invasion and control zones, will aid in controlling and perhaps eliminating the spread of arboviruses through mosquito vectors. Models such as the BioTEMS TIGER model can be used to assist public health
and mosquito control leaders in making decisions to prevent outbreaks of mosquito-borne diseases.
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